Eliminate Security Threats with Corelight+cPacket+Humio

CPacket Networks, Corelight and Humio together offer a seamlessly integrated combination of Advanced Packet Brokering with Network Performance Monitoring, deep network visibility (via the Bro Network Security Monitor) and fast log management for detecting and eliminating threats for a wide range of verticals, including data center, government, financial, healthcare and service providers.

JOINT SOLUTION BENEFITS

Integrated network visibility benefits include:

**Packet Capture**
Enable InfoSec engineers to understand the anatomy of the security threat by looking at packet data. Use Corelight’s time and host information to go directly to the trace of interest.

**Network Behavior Data**
Leverage cPacket’s traffic sensor data and KPIs to gain greater context around security threats.

**Faster Incident Response**
Corelight sensors generate Bro logs, Humio log management provides fast (streaming) access to log data, which gives incident responders a comprehensive, easily-searchable picture of their network traffic to resolve incidents up to 20x faster.

**Unlocked Threat Hunting Ground**
Bro logs summarize network events across more than 35 network protocols, giving threat hunters and detection technologies access to new network surface areas to find threats.

**High Availability**
Deliver network traffic to one or more Corelight devices to maintain security posture at all times.

**Performance**
Load balance traffic to multiple Corelight devices to scale with network speeds and accommodate bursts. Filter irrelevant data to further optimize Corelight functions.